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Portfolio


Experience Skills

Tools

Oct 2020 - NowUX/UI Designer Intern at Respaces. 

2020UX Designer Consultant at Givewatts NGO. 

2020UX Designer Consultant at Beautyqlick. 

sandyescobar.com

+46 729106108

sandy.escobar.c@gmail.comContact

Conducting remote usability tests and user interviews over 3 different new concepts
Designed a weekly test schedule for partners/users 

Voice of customer through qualitative and quantitative research

Creating, designing and implementing customer journeys through concepts
Implementing interactive design across interfaces
Develop and improve user experience on site - based on data and user insights

Other Experience
 Sprint, Nov 2019 H&M 

Copywriting lead in sprint assuring the brand's message was engaging through channels
Promoting credibility through sustainable resources

 Sprint, Oct 2020 Swedish Institute 

Part of the core team to create awareness and empathy through education on 
foreign matters

Revamped a strategy on how to engage a young, global audience in strengthening their 
voice and promote democracy  

  Fall 2019 TED Circles

Hosted and facilitated productive conversations of groups who discussed big ideas to 
positively impact ourselves, our communities, and our world. 

Assessed the website information architecture finding opportunity for improvements
Redesign the user workflow to a much shorter, clear and seamless one based on 
user research
Provided transparency in the product journey through workshops with client

Generate recommendations through sprints to identify and boost USP 

Implemented a gamification business strategy for the cosmetic advisory platform prototype

Build user workflow through potential personas

Rearranged ongoing internal process for user testing in customer experience and to 
constantly improve UI/UX

Usability Studies

UX Research

Interaction Design

Web Design

Wireframing

Low fi - High fi Prototypes

Copywriting

Personas & Scenarios

Branding

Behaviour Analysis

Figma

Sketch

Adobe XD

Adobe Photoshop

Adobe Illustrator

Google Analytics

HTML, CSS

Heatmaps

Awards
H&M Sprint for Sustainability

Best “Out Of The Box” idea 2020

Languages
Spanish

English

Swedish

Education
Digital Media Creative

Hyper Island Stockholm

2019 - 2020



Audiovisual Communication

Duoc UC Valparaíso

2009 - 2013

Led cross-team initiative to develop and implement guidelines on how to maintain 
consistent branding

.

Fabricated potential solutions aiming to decrease the amount of time spent in 
self-checkout stations

2019UX/UI Designer Consultant at Ica. 

Organized, planned, and executed user research and usability testing

Analyzed user behaviour concerning digital solutions improvements
In stores fieldwork running interviews following different research methodologies

I am a curious UX/UI Designer who strives to humanize technology by 
combining design knowledge, hands-on practical experiences, and a 
strong empathy to create experiences users will love.


